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Assessing abdominal fatness with local bioimpedance
analysis: basics and experimental ®ndings
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OBJECTIVE: Abdominal fat is of major importance in terms of body fat distribution but is poorly re¯ected in conventional body
impedance measurements. We developed a new technique for assessing the abdominal subcutaneous fat layer thickness (SFL)
with single-frequency determination of the electrical impedance across the waist (SAI).
SUBJECTS AND MEASUREMENTS: The method uses a tetrapolar arrangement of surface electrodes which are placed
symmetrically to the umbilicus in a plane perpendicular to the body axis. Twenty-four test subjects (12 male, 12 female)
underwent SAI and abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The SFL below the sensing electrodes was determined from
MRI and correlated with the SAI data at four different frequencies (5, 20, 50 and 204 kHz).
RESULTS: A highly signi®cant linear correlation (r2�0.99) between SFL and SAI over a wide range of the abdominal SFL was
found. Separate regression models for female and male subjects did not differ signi®cantly, except at 50 kHz.
CONCLUSION: SAI represents a good predictor of the SFL and provides an excellent tool for the assessment of central obesity.
International Journal of Obesity (2001) 25, 502 ± 511
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Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases remain a leading cause of morbidity

and mortality. Besides other risk factors like hypertension,

dyslipidema and history of smoking, an android distribution

of adipose tissue has been identi®ed as correlated to inci-

dence of cardiovascular complications.1 ± 4 Many longitudi-

nal studies, the Framingham study probably being the best

known of all,5 have assessed individual cardiovascular risk in

relation to nutritional and metabolic factors.

A positive association between the pattern of body shape

and the occurrence of cardiovascular complications such as

stroke, angina pectoris, myocardial infarction and death

from coronary heart disease has been shown by prospective

studies.6 ± 8 Adequate anthropometric screening can help

to identify those at elevated risk, and potentially prevent

unfavorable development and premature death. Waist-to-hip

ratio determination has been proven useful to assess central

obesity and predict cardiovascular risk and metabolic

alterations.9,10

A more direct, sensitive method to assess central obesity

could be particularly useful in clinical and occupational

medicine to ®nd subjects with a cluster of multiple

risk factors including hypercholesterolemia, hypertension,

diabetes and glucose intolerance.

Established body fat assessments all suffer from draw-

backs: underwater-weighing11,12 is a relatively inconvenient

procedure which estimates total fat content, not regional fat

distribution, and is based on the assumption of certain

fat=lean mass densities, according to normal references.

These references may not be valid in hydration disorders or

other pathology. K40 scintillation counting12,13 is accurate

but highly dif®cult to perform; again, fat distribution escapes

assessment. Imaging methods like CT and MRI14 ± 17 yield

accurate regional fat data but are extremely costly and

unsuited for self-monitoring in a private setting. Ultrasound

subcutaneous fat layer measurements require consider-

able skills.18 The TOBEC method19 uses quite expensive
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instrumentation and is based on an empirical approach

which is poorly based on theoretical grounds.

The measurement of the electrical impedance of de®ned

body segments could be an inexpensive and easily applicable

alternative. Two different approaches have been suggested:

� Single-frequency bioimpedance analysis (BIA)13,20 of the

whole body or of different body segments at one fre-

quency, most commonly at 50 kHz. The body fat content

is calculated from the measured impedance with an

empirical formula which, in most cases, has been

obtained by linear regression analysis.

� Bioimpedance spectroscopy (BIS):21 the principle is

the same as that of BIA, however the impedance is

measured at multiple frequencies between some kHz

and up to 1 MHz. This method is primarily used for the

determination of body ¯uid volumes and fat-free mass.

The basic disadvantage of conventional impedance

approaches is that an inherently error-prone quantity Ð fat

free mass to be subtracted from total body weight Ð must be

used for adipose tissue assessment. Another drawback of

established impedance-based method is a low sensitivity to

regional, for example subcutaneous abdominal, fat. Whole

body impedance contains little information about the trunk,

which contributes only 5 ± 10% to total impedance22 and

this problem also holds for impedance measurement

between both feet of the subject. In both cases the electrical

current passes mainly through fat-free, highly conducting

tissue; only in considerably obese people does fat signi®-

cantly contribute to overall conductance as recently

analyzed by Baumgartner et al.23

The indirect approach renders the methods susceptible for

interferences with all physiological quantities which deter-

mined the electrical properties of the well-conducting

tissues, for example muscle.

Alternatively the subcutaneous fat layer thickness (SFL)

may be estimated by transimpedance measurement between

two pairs of electrodes attached directly above the region of

interest.24 This technique has also been suggested recently

for an electronic skinfold caliper (for a review see Elia and

Ward25). An alternating current with constant amplitude is

injected into the outermost electrode pair and the resulting

voltage drop between the innermost electrodes is measured

in order to calculate the impedance. The con®guration used

in our study is depicted in Figure 1.

As the current passes transversally through the abdomen,

the potential difference measured on the surface is deter-

mined by the geometry of the region's different tissue layers.

Fat is signi®cantly less conducting than, for example, muscle

Figure 1 Electrode location and spacing, frontal view (upper panel) and transversal MRI-cross-section with the de®nition of SFL (lower panel).
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or other tissues,26 hence the major part of the potential drop

occurs in the close vicinity of the injection electrodes. Sen-

sing electrodes which are attached very near the injection

electrode pick up voltages which are mainly determined by

the fat layer. The spacing shown in Figure 1 also yields a

considerable sensitivity to deeper structures, in particular to

the abdominal muscles and the mesentery. Hence the visc-

eral fat content is also partly re¯ected in the measured

transimpedance. In contrast to whole-body measurements,

the resulting impedance signal is very sensitive to the local

fat content and less susceptible for interferences, in particular

¯uid shifts in the extremities.

Procedure and methods
Subjects

Twelve men (22 ± 53 y, 50 ± 137 kg, 175 ± 185 cm, BMI 16 ±

42 kg=m2) and 12 women (19 ± 52 y, 45 ± 114 kg, 159 ± 180 cm,

BMI 16.5 ± 40.4 kg=m2) participated, fully informed about the

purpose and nature of the experiments, after giving their

informed consent. The anthropometrical data are listed in

Table 1.

Experimental protocol

The investigations, comprising NMR-imaging and a series of

impedance measurements, were performed on different days

between 17 00 and 19 30 h. The total measurement time for

one subject was about 50 min. Impedance measurements

were carried out no more than 30 min before NMR imaging.

Data recording started after a period of 15 min in supine rest

in order to minimize the in¯uence of orthostatic ¯uid

shifts.27 During the abdominal measurement the subjects

were asked to hold their breath in order to avoid movement

artifacts. To assess the magnitude of orthostatic effects,

measurements were repeated in the upright position in the

male subjects. Room temperature was kept constant at

24�1�C throughout the experiments.

Impedance measurements

A Xitron 4000B was used for impedance measurements

(Xitron Technologies Inc., San Diego, USA). Four commercial

ECG-electrodes (Ag=AgCl, Swaromed REF1023, Nessler Med-

izintechnik, Austria) were attached in a symmetric fashion

left and right of the umbilical midline at the height of the

iliac crest, exactly positioned with a belt according to Figure

1. A constant current of 250 mA was injected. The electrode

placing was different from that applied in Gonzalez et al.24 In

particular the spacing is wider in order to increase the

sensitivity for deeper structures, for example the mesentery.

It must be admitted, however, that the choice of the spacing

was somewhat ad-hoc and that it may be optimized in future

investigations.

To arrive at reliable impedance data between 10 and

100O, the voltage measurement range of the XITRON

4000B was extended with a special preampli®er (gain�10).

Samples were taken at 50 logarithmically spaced frequencies

from 5 to 500 kHz. Each data acquisition procedure lasted for

about 20 s. The whole arrangement was thoroughly cali-

brated before each measurement with an RC-network in

order to keep the error of the measuring electronics <1%

in the whole frequency range. This calibration does, how-

ever, not correct for stray capacitances between the subject

and ground so that during the in-vivo measurement the error

can be bigger. Moreover the presence of a thick fat layer

below the electrodes in combination with the input impe-

dance of the analyzer introduces similar effects to a high

electrode impedance so that the data can become highly

unreliable at frequencies above 200 kHz. For this reason data

above 204 kHz were excluded from statistical analysis.

Reference measurements by MRI

SFL was assessed from transversal MRI-cross sections

obtained at the height of the electrode belt, as the mean of

the shortest distances between the fat layer's outer and inner

boundary below the voltage measuring electrodes. MRI was

performed on a 1.5 T system (Philips ACS-NT, The Nether-

Table 1 Test subject's anthropometrical data

Male Female

No. Height (cm) Mass (kg) BMI (kg=m2) No. Height (cm) Mass (kg) BMI (kg=m2)

1 188.0 124.0 35.1 1 168.0 114.0 40.4

2 175.0 50.1 16.4 2 159.0 48.0 19.0

3 180.5 87.2 26.8 3 178.0 78.9 24.9

4 184.0 80.5 23.8 4 175.5 71.2 23.1

5 180.0 102.5 31.6 5 167.0 62.1 22.3

6 178.5 77.3 24.3 6 166.0 63.9 23.2

7 185.0 84.7 24.7 7 180.0 75.1 23.2

8 187.0 78.2 22.4 8 170.0 77.1 26.7

9 180.5 76.9 23.6 9 165.0 51.2 18.8

10 180.0 137.1 42.3 10 164.5 44.6 16.5

11 180.0 80.0 24.7 11 168.0 66.8 23.7

12 170.0 64.2 22.2 12 169.0 54.1 18.9
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lands) with the circularly polarized body resonator. Scan

planning was performed on sagittal and coronal scout

scans. For the study, a T2-weighted multi-slice Turbo-Spin-

Echo sequence was used (TR=TE�3000=115, ®eld-of-

view�350 ± 450 mm, slice thickness�10 mm, number of

slices�23, serial averaging, signal averages�4, respiratory

triggering).

Statistics and data interpretation

Data preprocessing and BIA estimation were performed with

MATLABTM (Mathworks Inc., Natick). As the performance of

the method turned out to be essentially equal at all frequen-

cies below 250 kHz (see section `results') the analysis was

carried out for only four frequencies in order to reduce the

effort for statistical evaluation. Those frequencies (5, 20, 50

and 204 kHz) were selected according to the following cri-

teria: limitation of the highest frequency to about 200 kHz

(reliability of data), inclusion of the widely used 50 kHz and

preferred evaluation at low frequencies (5 and 20 kHz) in

order to reduce the in¯uence of stray capacitances. The

abdominal transimpedance modulus was tested for linear

correlation with the SFL determined with MRI. In the follow-

ing the transimpedances are referred to as Z5, Z20, Z50 and

Z204. Separate regression models were calculated for males

(model m), females (model f ), and the total population

(model t). It was tested whether m and f differed signi®cantly

from each other by assuming the following null hypothesis.

If both groups can be described by the same model (m) then

the residuals between model prediction and measured data

should be zero and should not differ signi®cantly from each

other. After checking the normality of the residuals by

inspection of the lognormal plot the Levene test for equality

of variances and the two-tailed t-test for equality of the

means were carried out. The statistical analysis was done

with SPSSTM 9.0 for WindowsTM (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).

The residuals for standing and supine position (male sub-

jects) were tested for equality of the variances at 50 kHz

(Levene test). P<5% was considered as statistically signi®cant

for rejecting the null hypothesis in all tests.

Reproducibility

Bioimpedance data are subject to a certain variability due

to a number of reasons, for example postural changes,

changes of the skin temperature, variance of the electrode

impedance and errors in the electrode placement. In parti-

cular, the latter causes a certain intra- and inter-operator

variability in the case of repetitive measurements. In addi-

tion to the postural changes we checked for the error caused

by electrode impedance and electrode displacement.

Electrode impedance. The impedance between the voltage

sensing electrodes was measured in bi- (Zbi) and tetrapolar

con®guration (Ztetra) according to Newell et al.28 Zel can then

be estimated by:

Zel � Zbi ÿ Ztetra

2
�1�

The error caused by Zel was then estimated from a lookup-

table which had been generated experimentally with a

special RC-phantom similar to that used in Scharfetter

et al.29 This phantom mimicks the abdominal transim-

pedance together with variable electrode impedances and

all important stray capacitances.

Electrode placement between different measurements.

Experiments were carried out in only two persons (one

male, one female, 23 and 25 y, 68 and 83 kg, 172 and

192 cm, respectively) because similar data were published

previously for whole-body and segmental arrangements.30

So it was just checked whether the data range was compar-

able. In addition to the con®guration in Figure 1 electrodes

were placed 2 cm right from the original positions in order to

simulate a transversal displacement. For the simulation of

longitudinal displacement and rotation, another four elec-

trodes were attached 2 cm caudal from the original positions.

Impedances were measured for the original positions, trans-

lation towards right and caudal as well as for clockwise

rotation. For the rotation the right caudal electrode pair

was connected to the analyzer instead of the original pair.

The error due to an electrode displacement was de®ned as

the difference between the impedances with original and

displaced electrodes, respectively.

Results
As shown in Figure 2 the modulus of the impedance spectra

changes signi®cantly with the SFL. The morphology of the

spectra matches essentially that which is known from muscle

tissue.31

The SFL measured with MRI and the impedance exhibit a

highly signi®cant linear correlation at all frequencies. Figure

3 shows the results for model t at 50 kHz. The correlation

coef®cient increases slightly with the frequency (r2�0.97 at

5 kHz to r2�0.984 at 204 kHz). The slope of the regression

line increases monotonically with the frequency from 1.07

to 1.13, whereas the intercept decreases from 21.3 to 7.8. The

con®dence intervals of the prediction decreases slightly with

increasing frequency.

The results of the t-test for comparing models m and f are

summarized in Table 2. Only at 50 kHz did the models m and

f not differ signi®cantly from each other, which is also

re¯ected in the Bland ± Altman plot for model m at 50 kHz

in Figure 4.

In Figure 4 the outlier no. 12 appears close to the line,

`mean72s.d.'. The residuals for the remaining male subjects

remain lower than 10% of the SFL at SFL-values >20 mm. As

the absolute residuals did not decrease with decreasing SFL

the percent deviations become large at low SFL-values, ie in

very lean subjects. The female subjects showed a slightly

larger scatter than the male ones.
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Finally the prediction formula for the SFL from Z50 was

obtained by regression of SFL vs Z50 and was found as:

SFL �mm� � 0:89 Z50 �O� ÿ 10:84 �2�

Reproducibility

Electrode impedance. The measured contact impedances

of the ECG electrodes varied between 400 and 2000O. The

respective error of the impedance modulus remained always

below 1% in the speci®ed frequency range of the XITRON

4000B except at very low (<10 kHz) and high (>300 kHz)

frequencies. The optimum frequency lay around 100 kHz.

Postural changes. Data from the male subjects correlated

worse in the upright than in the supine position (r2� 0.98 vs

0.996), as shown for 50 kHz in Figure 5. The variance of the

residuals was signi®cantly higher for the standing subjects

(s.d.)� 3.6O vs 1.4O). Also the slope of the regression line is

slightly altered by the postural change.

Figure 2 Dependence of the impedance spectra on the SFL. Five selected male cases shown.

Figure 3 SFL ± impedance correlation from pooled data (model t) at 50 kHz. The ®gure depicts the regression line and the 95% prediction intervals. One
outlier is labelled with its subject number (12).
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Inspection of the residuals in Figure 6 reveals that the

increased variance in the standing position is nearly entirely

due to subjects with high SFL. The relative deviation became

higher than 10% in subjects with SFL <18 mm and SFL

>40 mm.

Electrode dislocations. Electrode dislocations by 1 cm

yielded errors of up to 5% in the case of a translation

perpendicular to the body axis. Longitudinal translation

as well as a rotation of the electrode belt (corresponding to

a �0.5 cm longitudinal displacement of both outermost

electrodes) produced errors of less than 2.5%.

Discussion
Recent evidence suggests that cardiovascular health is

strongly linked to metabolic health and body shape, with

`apples' and `pears' differing in risk potential.6 ± 10,32 ± 35 Easily

determined predictive anthropometric criteria are waist cir-

cumference36 and waist-to-hip ratio. A more sophisticated

while easily applicable method, capable of differentiating fat

and non-fat abdominal tissue, can be expected to provide

added bene®t in identifying those with a cluster of multiple

risk factors including hypercholesterolemia, hypertension,

diabetes and glucose intolerance.

Figure 4 Bland ± Altman plot for model m at 50 kHz.

Table 2 Regression model f and m parameters. Asterisk `*' in `Difference' column indicates that models are
signi®cantly different (P<0.05)

Slope (O=mm) Intercept (mm) r2

Frequency

(kHz) f m f m f m Difference

5 1.00 1.08 20.1 23.3 0.98 0.98 *

20 1.13 1.09 16.3 18.7 0.99 0.90 *

50 1.05 1.14 12.6 12.8 0.99 0.99

204 1.17 1.17 7.5 8.5 0.9 0.99 *

Figure 5 Correlation between SFL and impedance at 50 kHz in standing
(A) and supine (B) position. The regression lines are shown with the 95%
prediction con®dence bands.
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`Bioimpedance' measurement strategies currently in use

rely on an inherently error-prone approach: the assessment

of fat-free mass, through which the current mainly passes.

Adipose tissue is then estimated from whole body less lean

mass. Worse, the trunk impedance contributes only 5 ± 10%

to total impedance as measured with hand-to-foot or foot-to-

foot electrode placement. A separation into subcutaneous

and visceral fat is virtually impossible. We present a measure-

ment strategy which obviously gives a good estimate of

abdominal subcutaneous fat. This approach, in combination

with other modalities for the estimation of central obesity

(for example segmental BIA, determination of the waist

circumference etc) may give a better index for the abdominal

fat distribution than established screening methods. How-

ever, the number of subjects is still small and thus we

consider the presented work as a promising pilot-study. In

future investigations we will focus on cross-validation of our

prediction formula in a second subject cohort.

Limitations of the method

At very high values of the SFL the shape of the impedance

spectra deviates slightly from the typical spectrum for

muscle.31 In particular the impedance modulus increases

again at high frequencies in very obese subjects as shown

in Figure 2. This behavior is not expected from biological

tissues and in fact represents an artifact. It is known that

high electrode impedances cause spurious dispersions in the

high-frequency range. These dispersions are due to capaci-

tive leakage currents via stray capacitances in the measuring

electronics.29 A similar effect can occur during measure-

ments on a layered extended object if the outer layer (here

the subcutaneous fat) consists of poorly conducting material

such as adipose tissue. Such a layer mimicks a high impe-

dance between the muscular compartment and the electrode

leads and can thus provoke similar effects as a high electrode

impedance. Therefore high-frequency data should not be

used for further analysis in subjects with high SFL. The

observed increase of the slope of the regression line with

frequency is probably at least partially caused by this artifact.

According to the presented data the narrowest prediction

intervals are obtained at 50 kHz, which makes this frequency

well suited for single frequency analysis.

The largest relative errors were observed at SFL values

<20 mm (lean subjects). Thus the method reaches its highest

accuracy at SFLs > 30 mm, with a relative error <10%. At an

NMR image pixel size of about 1 mm2 the discretization error

can become high for very thin subjects, an effect which may

have partly contributed to the observed deviations at SFLs

<5 mm. Moreover we de®ned SFL simply as the distance

between inner and outer fat layer boundary below the

voltage measuring electrode; considering this, the good

correlation and the comparatively low scatter of the data is

surprising.

The regression was less stringent when the subjects were

upright, primarily corresponding to data from SFL >40 mm

(Figure 6). We assume the reason to be the geometry of the

measured region with postural change, which varies much

more in obese than in lean people. More accurate data seem

to result from supine measurements.

Reproducibility

Electrode impedance. The measured electrode impedances

are in good agreement with data published in Zipp37 for

5 kHz (1 ± 5 kO). The related error of less than 1% up to

300 kHz is small compared to other sources of artifacts and

can thus be neglected.

Postural changes. Regarding the differences between the

data obtained for standing and supine male subjects (Figure

6) the relative difference becomes bigger than 10%, espe-

cially for the obese and for the very lean persons. This

discrepancy demonstrates the necessity for measurements

in a standardized (for example the supine) position after a

certain equilibration time (15 min).

Figure 6 Residuals for the linear regression of the male subjects when standing (®lled squares) and supine (open squares).
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Electrode displacement. In our two subjects we observed

similar impedance changes as reported in Lozano et al.30

where electrode dislocations by up to 1 cm caused a DZrel,disp

of up to 4.4% on arms and legs. The main reason for the

displacement error is probably the change of the geometrical

boundary conditions for the current ®eld. The distance

between inner and outer boundary of the fat layer below

the current injection electrodes varies considerably in the

case of a transversal electrode shift. This, however, means a

signi®cant change of the current path and hence of the

transimpedance. A longitudinal shift has obviously less

impact on the impedance as the geometry varies less along

the body axis.

The overall reproducibility depends on all the discussed

effects. Errors due to postural changes can be reduced sig-

ni®cantly by applying a standardized measurement protocol

such that the most important source of variability is the

electrode positioning error. Regarding our results and the

data known from literature a 1 cm displacement leads to

errors in the range of 5%, which would be acceptable for

many applications. However, due to the small subject

number our reproducibility check cannot be considered as

exhaustive and a more elaborate study with repeated mea-

surements including inter- and intra-operator tests remains

to be carried out in order to con®rm the estimated error

limits.

Data interpretation

We did not expect a linear relationship between abdominal

transimpedance and SFL since the theory of vertical electric

sounding would predict otherwise: On a porcine skin plus

adipose tissue phantom, mounted on a conducting sub-

strate, a symmetric electrode con®guration (4 mm voltage

sensing electrode spacing, 10 ± 56 mm distance between cur-

rent injection electrodes) resulted in a pronounced non-

linear relationship between transimpedance and fat layer

thickness.24 However, our electrode spacing was completely

different. Obviously in our setup a linear relationship can be

applied over a wide range of validity. In our setup not only

the SFL but also the muscles and the mesenteric compart-

ments contribute to the measured transimpedance. It is thus

postulated that the general non-linear correlation is linear-

ized due to these contributions from deeper adipose struc-

tures, for example the mesentery. This feature renders the

Figure 7 (A) NMR image of subject 7. (B) NMR image of subject 12.
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proposed arrangement particularly attractive for a simple

data analysis.

Although the correlation between SFL and Z50 is in gen-

eral excellent, one outlier (subject 12: Table 1) has been

observed. Figure 7 shows the NMR-cross-sections of the two

male subjects 7 and 12, who had a comparable SFL.

Obviously the distance between inner and outer fat bound-

ary is virtually equal below the voltage sensing electrode.

However, the distance below the current injection electrode

is much smaller in subject 12, which means a much lower

voltage drop along the current path between electrode and

muscle tissue. Moreover the muscle mass is much lower and

the visceral fat content appears to be higher in subject 12.

This suggests different ®eld geometry and hence different

transimpedance. We suppose that the impedance is in¯u-

enced by the following structural factors:

� the visceral fat content;

� the geometry of the fat layer below the electrodes;

� the abdominal muscle mass.

In conclusion our study demonstrates excellent prediction of

subcutaneous abdominal fat layer thickness (SFL) by an easy

applicable single-frequency electrical abdominal impedance

(SAI) measurement across the waist. Magnetic resonance

imaging of the abdomen was used as a reference; the results

demonstrate a highly signi®cant linear correlation between

SFL and SAI over a wide range of abdominal SFL Ð from

extremely lean to considerably obese. The big advantage of

local impedance determination over whole-body measure-

ments is that the measured signal is very sensitive to the

local fat content and hence is less susceptible to non-speci®c

in¯uences such as body ¯uid shifts in peripheral compart-

ments. The method provides comparatively low relative

errors, especially in the obese. The shown approach is the

simplest possible way to obtain information about the SFL

and this simplicity makes it attractive for the practical use.

The application of more complex data acquisition strategies

with multifrequency measurements and three voltage sen-

sing electrodes may even render possible to discern the

contributions from different compartments (subcutaneous

fat, visceral fat, muscle). In particular the SFL may become

clearly distinguishable from deeper compartments by com-

bining our electrode arrangement with the electronic skin-

fold calliper.25 The potential of such an approach will be

tested in future investigations by applying more elaborate

electrical models.
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